Abstract -The unconstrained evolution has already been conventional design does. Once fully unconstraining the applied in the past towards design of digital circuits, and design methodology rules, the natural behavior of analogue extraordinary results have been obtained, including elements started to be exploited inside a circuit [11].
I INTRODUCTION transition band. Evolvable Hardware (EHW) is one of the most promising The paper is organized as follows. The next section gives an areas of today's electronics. Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) overview of previous work in the area. Section III describes applied towards reconfigurable hardware enables to find a the problem to be evolved. Section IV introduces the solution among global solution space. The EHW where the unconstrained evolutionary technique. Section V describes ultimate goal is a circuit design is also referred as the experimental results. Section VI compares the obtained Evolutionary Electronics [3] . The Evolutionary Electronics results with the filters evolved previously as well as gives an alluring opportunity for an amateur in the field to designed conventionally. And, finally, the last section reach out the same results as professional one, possessing concludes the paper. mostly the knowledge of Darwinian's laws and inspiration. The EA, navigated by a fitness values, provides randomly II PREVIOUS WORK created and mutated chromosomes. Each chromosome As well as in any evolutionary search, in electronic circuit encodes the structure for a circuit and has to be evaluated design the freedom of evolutionary search is respected as by a fitness function assigning a fitness value. The last one crucially important for successful results. In [1] , [2] , [4] , shows how close the current hardware structure by its [7] , [8] the freedom of search is emphasized, but has not behavioral and circuit characteristics to the required one. been realized completely. The circuits evolved may have unconventional designs and The considerable results were obtained by Koza et al in less of all depend on personal knowledge of a designer [1] - [1] . They used Genetic Programming (GP) circuit- [9] .
constructing program trees with four kinds of circuitFor instance, using simulation software (extrinsic EHW), constructing functions and automatically defined functions.
low-pass filters [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and amplifiers [2] [3] [4] , [7] are succeassfullytdersignedwIt the heplpofie EA.In [71] the Last one let them to get as results filters with regular suncostrailydened evolution th spatiaell and tEmporally, tha structures within the circuit. They utilized a procedure unconstrained evolution, both spatially and temporally, has
been applied intrinsically towards the digital FPGA-based providing the DC path to ground from each node of a reconfigurable hardware. By releasing the full repertoire of circuit by adding the giga-Om resistance, allowing any behaviors that FPGA can manifest, namely, allowing any kind of connections among capacitors. This let them avoid connections among modules, letting the evolution to evolve the most of "node floating" errors and enabled to reach the the granularity of modules as well as the regimes of amount of invalid circuit graphs up to 200. Later, they synchronization, evolution has been able to find a highly simplify each circuit by removing redundant resistances efficient electronic structure, which requires 1-2 orders less and replacing all series and parallel compositions. The silicon area to achieve the same performance as main drawback of this experience is that the technique I1-4244-9708-8/06/$20.OO ©2006 IEEE. requires large computing power to adopt the same those below unchanged. The transition region is methodology as well as the methodology by itself is very infinitesimal. It can be realized mathematically by complex for implementation.
multiplying with the rectangular function in the frequency
The larger computational efforts in a circuit evolution domain or, equivalently, convolution with a sinc function required by GP were proven by works of Zebulum et al [3] in the time domain.
and Ando et al [5] , where they have given the comparison However, the ideal filter is not realizable for real signals between GP and Genetic Algorithm (GA). The first work because the sinc function extends to infinity. Table 1 reveals that all the approaches developed in transition band 1KHz has been actively researched through analogue circuit domain previously are based on the in [1] , [2] , [3] . Thus, the performance of proposed circuit-structure-checking rules for avoiding the invalid evolutionary technique could be evaluated more precise if circuit graphs. In contrast, the experimental results were the evolution target will have exactly the same filter promising for evolution of digital circuits in the properties. On the other hand, the evolution of analogue unconstrained search space [11] . Furthermore, the low-pass filters with shorter transition band is very rarely approaches introduced previously for analogue circuit regarded in the area. design provided search with GP and GA, and none of them IV UNCONSTRAINED EVOLUTION OF "LCR" CIRCUITS used purely ES. Also, the majority of algorithms for lowpass filter design used the ILG strategy as a sweeping A Algorithm overview strategy; however in the work of Zebulum et al [3] the The structure of proposed system contains 4 frequencies. An ideal low-pass filter completely eliminates Step 3: Pspice has been used in non-interactive batch all frequencies above the cut-off frequency while passing simulation mode to reduce the evaluation time. [2] et al [4] et al [3] [6] et al [7] et al [5] et Step 4: Fitness evaluation block, as described bellow, fairly The PC program written in C programming language D The essence ofunconstrained evolution in "LCR" describes all 4 Fig. 2 , where three embryo elements followed generated circuit as valid, and indeed becomes an by the netlist are shown.
. The circuit growth methodology is very simple and is absoluTely Non e similar to one reported in [4] : adding one gene to each CHROMOSOME No 19977 chromosome at the same time.
-"Fitness 1.73055
The improvement of the circuits is driven by evolutionary . .~~~~~~~once being processed by unconstrained evolution will have first inductor with pins N1=1 and N2=2 and with a value of teve hw nF 3 aheeetln ecii 1.8e-1 Henry. The first loci is reserved for the element's g g inductor (LO0) iS followed by R-support element (Rlh) in type (L or C or R), the second and the third loci are seie wit iniieia paaetr an eac elmntln reserved for the first and the second pins, and the last loci is for the element's parameter. Similarly the remaining dsrbn odco CN)i olwdb -upr element (Rc No) in parallel with infinite parameter. Pspice. We set the fitness evaluation in the analogy with If the circuit-structure-checking rules are applied to a [1] , that is we distinguish as acceptable a voltage in the circuit after fitness assignment as a part of the passband of between 970 mV and 1 V (i.e., a passband simplification procedure, that is, every R-support element ripple of 30 mV or less) and a voltage in the stop-band of is checked whether it could be removed without damage to between 0 V and 1 mV (i.e., a stop-band ripple of 1 mV or the current fitness of a circuit, then the circuit could less): contain a few R-support elements or even does not contain P them at all. For instance, the circuit on the Fig.3 after is not improved, the population falls into "Add new evolved filter; p is a number of points evaluated in both element mutation" (ANEM) procedure, i.e. one randomly stop and pass bands. generated gene is added to each chromosome except the And we regard any voltage lower than 970 mV in the chromosome with the best fitness value. At the start the passband and any voltage above 1 mV in the stop-band as number of nodes in the embryo circuit is equal to three: unacceptable, punishing it by multiplier 10: input, output and earth. The further growth circuit could F2 = 10 xF. increase the amount of nodes, if randomly generated node The transition band is regarded as the "don't care" band numbers for both pins are equal. In this case a new element where the fitness is supposed to be equal zero. In the case splits the elements at the node and comes between them. of 1KHz transition band it consists of five points between 1 ANEM procedure could be applied repeatedly, so the real kHz and 2 kHz. In the case of 0.4KHz transition band only difference in length between the best chromosome and 2 points are in the "don't care" band. The error circuits are others is oscillating and could reach numbers of genes.
not analyzed by Pspice and assigned to the worst fitness However the "Delete element mutation" (DEM) will delete value that never could be reached by other circuits. one gene if the difference between the shortest chromosome and the largest one in the generation greater V EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS than 2 genes. Thus the evolution can focus on processing A General terms chromosomes of three different neighboring sizes.
The "circuit structure mutation" (CSM) performs mutation Population size of 20,000 chromosomes is set in all over any of four loci of randomly chosen gene. If the experiments. Experimentally it has been established that mutation comes to a pin connection, the whole structure of the disruptive selection scheme [10] is the best: only 9% of a circuit is changed. However the total amount of elements the best chromosomes and 1% worst ones are to be chosen stays unchangeable, the number of nodes of a circuit could for the next generation. Being chosen for the next be reduced or increased.
generation each chromosome contributes 10% of the next At the start the population comes to ANEM for preliminary population size. Static mutation rate of 5% then applied to circuit growth, and, after evaluation, it falls into CSM. The each chromosome randomly changing with equal following switching rule between ANEM/DEM and CSM probability every loci of a gene. ES is deserved the name does manage: whenever the mutation within CSM does not of most simple EA among all, because it doesn't content bring any improvement in the fitness, the algorithm the recombination stage: all the offspring chromosomes are immediately switches to ANEM/DEM. As experiment identical to a correspondent parent.
shows the fitness of an individual never improves by We set as a termination criteria reaching either of the infinitesimal values, what makes the switch period between following conditions: the number of circuit elements two kinds of mutations finite in time. For instance, having before simplification 29 (except R-support and embryo the fitness at the second generation 4.6492 and the best elements), the best fitness value 10-3, whole number of fitness 0.0040 at the 80th generation, we have set the value individuals (population_sizexNo of_generations) 3mln., of 1E-5 as the minimum fitness improvement to keep and the time length of experiment 20 hours. The results mutation within CSM. Whenever this improvement is less, presented bellow are the best out of 5 attempts for both all the population falls into ANEM/DEM. While CSM experiments performed with 5 seeds for the random searches for the best circuit within the given amount of number generator. -X.32e-7 C-2e jL_3 l 5e-1 IE 8e-1
The schematic after simplification and the voltage response of the best 1 8-1 low-pass filter evolved at Experiment B.
T-tli_=
As could be seen we have got non-monotonic filter 47-consisting of 16 elements (without embryo) among which 1 is R-support and with the following features: the l maximum absolute attenuation in passband is 0.0043dB, -----------r---0 the maximum attenuation in stopband is -69dB. http://www-users.cs.york.ac.uk/fisher/lcfilter/ The instinctive wish to reduce the potential solution space for evolutionary search, by which usually the circuitstructure-checking rules are justified, is not always the best strategic maneuver for reducing the search time and obtaining good results.
